
Intuitive Leadership for 
Owner/Managers 

‘I wanted my business to deliver more results. It happened.’ 

Commercial leadership development for emerging, established  
or senior manager-leaders running 6, 7 & 8 figure companies
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“Great value at five times the price.”

Mark Tolley DTB Advertising* 

AWARD WINNING BUSINESS LEADERSHIP COACHING 

THE COACHING EXPERIENCE 



My clients are running established businesses
My clients are consistently hardworking, ambitious and clever  
people who have started, grown and manage an established, 
successful six, seven or early eight figure business.

Very hands on
Typically they are involved full time and across every aspect 
of the day-to-day operations of the business. They are usually 
very hands-on, problem-solving managers and often on the 
tools.

The business needs to grow 
They want to increase revenues, be more profitable and grow 
the business - maybe to scale, merger or an exit - but rarely is 
there time for any long term strategic thinking.

No formal management training
Most are highly skilled - technically - but very few have ever 
done any formal management training or leadership  
development. But now, that’s what their business needs.

People and productivity issues
The most common problem is people issues which impact  
productivity and performance and keep them in that  
operational holding pattern. And this is where I can help.

Qualified, experienced, award winning
My name is Andrew Priestley. I’m an award-winning  
business coach, qualified in Business Psychology.

I specialise in working with managing directors running  
established 6, 7 and 8 figure companies who recognise the 
need to improve their management and leadership skills.

Andrew has a diverse experience working with aviation, medicine, 
accounting,  hospitality, construction, agribusiness, engineering, law, 

finance, logistics and government in Australia, USA and the UK.  

Award winning approach
This proven approach combines principles of business  
development, psychology, management training and  
executive coaching to gradually build you up to thinking 
and acting more strategic at least two days a week.

Three personalised options
My clients either need an emerging manager/leadership 
programme; an accelerated performance programme for 
more experienced managers; and a senior leadership  
development programmes. Programmes are usually three 
month intensives but I typically work with a client for  
12-24 months.

Highly experienced, diverse industries 
I have run successful businesses and specialised in  
working with business owners in a diverse range of over  
50 industries for the last 17 years as coach/mentor and  
occasionally as a non-executive director (NXD).

Andrew Priestley  
Grad Dip Psych, B.Ed

Business Coach, Trainer, 
Author, Public Speaker

Ideal for emerging, established and senior leaders



Award winning benchmarking
All clients complete the Business Leadership Profile (BLP) 
benchmarking exercise. The BLP clearly identifies the  
most relevant coaching targets bespoke to you and your 
business. It identifies what’s working, what isn’t and what 
you need to focus on for best results going forward.

Quarterly coaching programmes
The benchmarking activity generates the targets for a 
bespoke 3-month coaching programme that focuses on key 
business goals but also problems and frustrations.

Sessions run for 90 minutes a week (but no more than two 
hours per session) for 13 weeks (3 months); and as-needed 
support between sessions.

Confidential reflective conversations  
Be clear, my clients are usually successful already and have 
usually notched up many runs on the business scoreboard. 
But often they feel isolated and need someone they can 
debrief with confidentially. Often I act as a sounding board 
and provide the opportunity for much needed reflection.

Typically these coaching ‘chats’ result in insights that drive 
performance and productivity.

12-24 months
I work with my clients for 12-24 months on average. We start 
by managing the obvious and then focus on strategic issues. 

Busy-not-productive
When we first start coaching I usually discover that my  
clients are busy-not-productive doing tasks that are simply 
not a good use of their time. Often they are doing the work 
they pay others to do! A key feature is raising the  
productivity and accountability of staff.                                                                 

Sample of BLP 
benchmarking reports

Six key results
Over many years I have noticed clients improve:

• Strategic direction - the business gears up for  
longer range outcomes

• Business Performance - the top and bottomline  
improves - often dramatically

• Operational Efficiencies - the business runs better
• Higher Productivity and Accountability - staff  

perform much better and low performers lift their 
game or leave

• Effective communication - greater clarity and  
directness as and when needed

• Commercial leadership - you become a much better 
boss and your business is a better place to work

More strategic, less day-to-day hands-on
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Diverse range of clients
Andrew Priestley has worked with a highly diverse range of 
clients ranging from six and seven figure companies right 
through to multi-national corporate client that include:
BP, Reliance Petroleum, Ardent, Kleenmaid, Lensworth, 
Royal Haskoning, The Department of Trade (Australia),  
Prescare Hospitals, CASA, Rynew, Cab Water, Ekebol Trucks, 
ISD Steel Fabricators, Charles Group and Nu Skin.

“When Andrew approached me I was sceptical but I knew 
I needed help. It is now over four years since I first involved 
Andrew in my business and I am happy to say that these 
have been my best years ever. I have no reservations in 
recommending Andrew Priestley.”
John W Maslen, MD, Maslen Refrigeration/ART (Australia)

“Andrew Priestley has an incisive, intelligent approach to 
solving complex business issues with best practice process. 
He asks the tough questions that lead to transformation.  
He understands the underlying motivations of manage-
ment teams and gains peak performance from those  
working with him. Would I recommend you speak with  
Andrew about how you can make your business not just 
more efficient but more effective? Emphatically, Yes!”
Mike Symes, CEO, Financial Marketing Limited (UK) 

“Andrew is a genius at unpacking the value in a business.”
Glen Carlson CEO, Triumphant Events (Australia)

“Greater efficiencies and a 25% lift in profit for our resort.”
Paul Stevens, GM, Novotel Hotel Group 

“I’ve done a million courses, read all the books and listened 
to all the tapes. In the context of all I’ve done to date,  
this coaching stands alone as one of the best-value,  
most enlightening personal and professional development  
experiences I have ever undertaken.”
Paul Hourigan, MD, The Directors Chair, Electronics

“Our turnover increased 90%. If I hadn’t followed his advice, 
I’d still be a ‘one man band’. The business grew, was  
profitable and achieved a satisfying exit valuation.”
David Bentley, MD, Coastal Business Brokers

“Do yourself a favour and change the way you play your 
game. This coaching gives you the tools to reprogramme 
the functionality of the most valuable asset you control - 
you - and is the surest way I know to fast track your personal 
and professional success. Great value at five times the price.”
Mark Tolley, MD, DTB Advertising

“Andrew helped us identify $60,000 of savings in the first 
coaching session. Recommended.”
Karen and Stan Miller, BSF Cabinet Makers (Australia)

“As managing director of a growing consultancy, I engaged 
Andrew to coach me for the past 18 months. I have found 
Andrew to be a great source of knowledge and support. 
His understanding of the financial aspects of business and 
human behaviour around management and sales is unique 
and I have found this to be extremely valuable.
 
I would have no hesitation in recommending Andrew  
to any business owner who requires strategic support,  
sound advice and guidance to help develop themselves  
individually and/or their business.”
Damien Finnegan, Finnegan Associates (UK)

“I first saw Andrew give a talk in 2010, and his clarity and 
vision immediately struck a chord.  Andrew has worked with 
our team to help each of us become more effective and ef-
ficient managers.  As a direct result of Andrew’s work, both 
the top, and more importantly, the business bottom line has 
grown in a sustainable manner.”
 Neil Crowther MD, Ardent Ltd (UK)

Next Steps
If you would like to discuss coaching options please call 
Andrew today on +44 (0) 7879 33 00 60.

Contact Andrew Priestley

Phone UK +44 (0) 1233 33 44 87

Mobile Mobile +44 (0) 7879 33 00 60

Skype priestley1

Facebook www.facebook.com/TCE.HQ

Email info@andrewpriestley.com

Web www.andrewpriestley.com
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Here’s what clients have to say


